
 

 

Biographies  
 

What is a Biography? 
 story of a person's life written by someone else 
 biography comes from the Greek words meaning a life and to write 
 tells about actual people and the times in which they lived 
 often about famous individuals, allowing us to experience historical events from the 

perspective of those who lived through them 
 first biographies were inscriptions on the tombs of rulers of ancient Assyria, Babylonia, 

and Egypt;  these inscriptions merely glorified the individual 
A GOOD biography should include: 

 range of information about a person's life 
 describe the subject's personality 
 provide an explanation for why he or she acted in certain ways 
 represent as much research as possible about the subject 
 use research materials such as diaries, public records, financial accounts, personal 

letters, and autobiographies 
 most are interpretative—that is, they not only present facts but also try to explain what 

they mean 
 some biographers deliberately present a one-sided view of their subject 
 there are five chief types of biography: (1) popular, (2) historical, (3) literary, (4) 

reference, and (5) fictional 
Types of Biographies 

 Popular biographies are perhaps the most common 
 currently famous people including politicians, singers, movie stars and sports figures 
 Historical biographies deal with a wide variety of individuals and describe how they 

influenced past events 
 They illustrate what life was like during certain times by linking biographical subjects 

with the larger patterns or forces of history 
 Literary biographies tell of the life and personality of an author, painter, or other kind of 

artist 
 describe the talent and inspiration that enabled the subject to create great works 
 Reference biographies, the simplest type of biography, are short accounts that mention 

only the major events of a person's life 
 biographical dictionaries and major encyclopedias,  internet search engines 
 Fictional biographies combine features of a biography with fictional elements 
 They are biographies because they are based on real people and events 
 include conversations, invented scenes, and additional stories to imagine the fuller 

nature of a life 
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